
Uncover Planning Opportunities Using 1040 Overlay
Help clients uncover potential life insurance needs and possibly reduce their overall taxes.

Line up the boxes below with the corresponding areas on your client’s most recent Form 1040. 
Use the corresponding 1040 Guidebook — Uncover Planning Opportunities from 

a Client’s Form 1040, which provides additional information.

Dependents and spouse should trigger a conversation about survivor 
needs. See Section A in booklet.

Line 7 — High income is usually indicative of a high-net-worth individual or a growing estate. See Section B in booklet. 
It may be appropriate to bring up the limited availability of the gift and estate tax exclusion. Beginning in 2013, high-
income earners may be subject to an additional tax on earned income and looking for ways to defer income.

Lines 8a & 9a — Use these lines to partially reconstruct your client’s net worth. See Section C in booklet. May also 
want to address tax treatment changes that may have occurred. See comments in Section D on changes to taxation of 
capital gains for high-income earners beginning in 2013. 

Line 12 — A client with Schedule C income should consider his or her available options for retirement plans. 
See Section D for details.

Line 15b — Clients with IRA or other retirement accounts should examine their distribution options. Even if they are 
not currently receiving distributions, you should examine your clients’ accounts. Also, look at any pension or annuity 
distributions in the next line. See Section E for details.

Line 17 — Clients with values  here, even negative values, usually may have either trust income or highly illiquid 
assets. There are a variety of planning techniques. See Section F for an overview of planning for these assets.

Line 20b — Clients with taxable Social Security benefits might be able to reduce these taxes by repositioning 
assets into tax-deferred products. See Section G.

Line 32 — Clients with incomes over certain amounts will not qualify for deductible 
IRAs or for Roth IRAs. While clients should explore all options, annuities and life 
insurance may offer some additional options. See Section I.

Lines 11 & 31a — Clients paying or receiving alimony may want to be certain 
insurance is in place. This could help protect payments if an ex-spouse should die. 
Permanent cash value can help an alimony payer recover his or her expenses. 
See Section H.


